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Abstract   
 The innovation of business model is the key means for the modern enterprise to 
keep core competitiveness, by which can guide the travel agency for benign competition 
and continuo’s profit. This article annotates the major research achievements on business 
model both in China and abroad, introduces representative figures, primary basic theories, 
actions and developments, taking deeply and comprehensive analysis on the current 
situation of travel agency’s business model in China. And also taking one of China’s large 
scale travel agencies------ Shanghai Spring travel agency as an example, by analyzing its 
successful business model and innovational characteristics to extract the innovational thou 
gut for large scale travel agencies in China. This is also the new points of my article, the 
following are the main 5 chapters. 
ChapterⅠ, the business model innovation of travel agency is a strategic problem 
which highly combines theory and practice. Every walk of life has different business 
model, but also share common doctrines, which have the most realistic significance for the 
development of travel agency. This article carries out the discussion from background, 
significance, contents, approaches and technical routes. 
ChapterⅡ, to summarize the innovation theories on business model both in China’s 
travel agency and abroad, and also to sum up the theory basis and framework of Mr. Weng 
junyi.  Analyzing the sub division theory of industrial environment in detail from the two 
aspects of reorganization and conception of business model innovation. 
ChapterⅢ, by deeply analysis on current situation of China’s large scale travel 
agency and taking operating environment as models, this part tries to analyze the existing 
problems in travel agency from 5 aspects which are platform environment, client 
environment, partisan environment, crest environment and internal environment. 
ChapterⅣ, taking SH Spring travel agency as an example, making value and 
innovation analysis on its business model from the 5 aspects, to summarize its value 



























ChapterⅤ, on the basis of case analysis, summarizing the general process of travel 
agency’s business model innovation, combining the existing problems and enlightens in 
order to sum up the innovation thoughts of business model for travel agency. 
At the end, to sum up the main viewpoints of this article point out the thesis purpose 
and bring some indications for the supervisor for the travel agency, of course there are still 
some limitations in my article and some operation & management problems need to be 
thought and resolved. 
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